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Abstract

Pulsed thermography (PT) was used for the investigation of printed circuit
boards (PCBs) for defect detection and analysis, with the intention of developing a
comprehensive in-line quality control system. The overall aim was to develop a new
and novel thermal Non Destructive Testing & Evaluation (NDT & E) approach for
defect detection, providing real time images of modern IC assemblies. Different
PCBs containing defects were examined by using PT. Quantification analysis was
also implemented; temperature - time plots, as well as thermal contrast curves.
Results indicate that PT is a prompt thermal NDT & E approach that could be used
(with some limitations taken into consideration) in the assessment of PCBs.

1. Introduction

It is already standard practice in the PCB industry to use IR imaging
technology to locate failures in populated PCBs [1]. This typically involves temporarily
applying power to the PCB to identify short circuits, and using passive thermography
to image the resulting heat dissipation. However, this process has the possibility to
be destructive, if the degree of defect is serious.

European environmental legislation, to be implemented in 2006 banning the
use of lead, mercury, cadmium and hexlent chromium, PPB and PBDE (two types of
brominated flame retardants) has the potential to increase further the likelihood of
such defects and introduce new types of defects. The melting point of all lead free
solders is much higher than the previously used tin/lead alloy. This extra temperature
can result in extra stressing of the components and PCB. Damage can include PCB
warping, causing damage to components, component misalignment, damage to heat
sensitive components, and delamination of multi-layer PCBs. The passive
thermography approach is not suited to detecting these types of defects and in
particular PCB delamination, where a separation between plies within the base
material or between the base material and the conductive or both is formed.

This paper presents the application of a pulsed delivery system for active
thermography imaging of PCBs.

In thermal NDT & E, the active approach of infrared thermography where an
excitation source, such as optical flash lamps, heat lamps, hot or cold air guns, etc.,
is employed with the intention of inducing thermal contrasts, has several applications
[2-5]. The temperature differences during the transient phase appear on the material
surface and so detection of subsurface defects is possible (areas of different
temperatures when compared to the sound part(s) due to the different thermal
diffusivity). Since the heating or cooling features of the stimulus source are
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identifiable (in time and amplitude) by considering the time factor quantitative
assessment is also feasible. However, when a material is heated, the thermal waves
penetrate the material’s surface. These waves are generally of various amplitudes
and frequencies and are launched into the specimen, in a transient mode.

The most common modes of active thermography are pulsed thermography,
long pulsed heating or step heating transient thermography, optical lock-in
thermography, and ultrasound lock-in thermography.

PT is one of the widely used approaches for active infrared thermographic
NDT & E. In this technique, also known as transient thermography, the surface under
investigation is pulse heated (time period of heating varying from ms for sort pulse or
flash thermography to a few s for long pulse thermography) by one or more powerful
optical lamps and the resulting thermal transient at the surface is monitored using an
infrared camera. Nonetheless, the duration of the heating pulse depends on the
thermal and physical properties of the materials, as well as its thickness. So, the heat
flow into the sample is altered in the presence of a subsurface defect or feature,
creating temperature contrast at the surface and as a result can be detected –
recorded by an infrared system [6].

2. Experimental procedures and techniques

Two different integrated pulsed thermographic systems (Thermoscope and
Echotherm) were used. In both instances, medium wave infrared cameras were

used; a Merlin 3-5 µm with the Thermoscope system and a Phoenix 3-5 µm with the
Echotherm. Both systems are portable state-of-the-art NDT & E systems with
integrated flash heating ability.

Both systems allow (through the software) the processing of the thermal
images and the production of temperature – time plots, line profiles (on both the X
and Y axes of an image), 3-D plots (in order to identify subtle image features that
may not be apparent in the 2-D image) and reconstructed 1

st
 and 2

nd
 time derivative

images. A total of eight samples – circuit boards were manufactured and examined.

Table 1. Description of investigated samples – circuit boards

Sample Description of Sample

S1 Circuit Board with heat plane delamination on the
board

S2, S4,
CJ8 & CJ9

Circuit Board with various types of soldering defects
(i.e. capacitor, chip resistor, etc)

S9, S10
& S11

Circuit Board with visible heat plane delamination on
the board

Representative thermal images of the investigated samples were obtained
during the transient phase of the thermographic inspections and are presented. In
some instances, plots of the contrast versus the transient time of the identified

defects were performed; the difference in intensity (∆ Intensity) between the detected
defect and the sound region of the sample against the transient time during the
cooling down process.
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3. Results and discussion

After investigating sample S1, it was possible to image a delaminated area on

the board. A thermal contrast (∆ Intensity) curve between the delaminated area and a

sound area within the board is also presented (i.e. this is against the transient time
during the cooling down process).

Furthermore, after investigating sample S4, it was possible to image soldering
defects (i.e. capacitor, chip resistor). Nonetheless the problem of reflectivity with
thermography (see top left part of image shown in figure 5) is an issue to be
considered. Similar results were attained after the investigation of samples S2, CJ8
and CJ9.

Finally, in the case of samples S9, S10 and S11, things were very
straightforward. PT very easily detected the delaminations on the board.

Fig. 1. Contrast curve between delaminated area and sound area of sample

S1

Fig. 2. Sample S1 at a frame rate of 7.5Hz. Image acquired at 4.275 seconds

indicating delaminated area on the board
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Fig. 3. Sample S4 at a frame rate of 15Hz. 2
nd

 time derivative image acquired

at 7.415 seconds revealing soldering defects

Fig. 4. Sample S4 at a frame rate of 15Hz. 2
nd

 time derivative image acquired

at 17.435 seconds showing a soldering defect

Fig. 5. Sample S4 at a frame rate of 15Hz. 2
nd

 time derivative image acquired

at 14.482 seconds
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Fig. 6. Contrast curves from points selected in sample S4 from figure 5

Fig. 7. Sample S9 at a frame rate of 60Hz. Image acquired at 1.603 seconds

revealing delaminations on the board

Fig. 8. Sample S9 at a frame rate of 60Hz. 1st time derivative image acquired

at 0.551 seconds revealing delaminations on the board
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Fig. 9. Sample S9 at a frame rate of 60Hz. 2
nd

 time derivative image acquired

at 2.720 seconds revealing delaminations on the board

Fig. 10. Contrast curves from points selected in sample S9 from figure 9

Fig. 11. Sample S10 at a frame rate of 15Hz. 1
st
 time derivative image

acquired at 1.135 seconds revealing delaminations on the board
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Fig. 12. Sample S10 at a frame rate of 60Hz. Original image acquired at

4.555 seconds revealing delaminations on the board

Fig. 13. Contrast curves from points selected in sample S10 from figure 12

Fig. 14. Sample S11 at a frame rate of 60Hz. Original image acquired at

2.870 seconds showing delaminations on the board
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Since the thermal conductivity of all these tested samples is relatively low, the
samples were tested using a reasonably low maximum frame rate. In particular, a
frame rate of either 7.5 Hz or 15 Hz was used. Furthermore, in the case of samples
S9, S10 and S11, since the damage was mostly on the surface (delaminations) a
higher frame rate (60 Hz) in addition to the already used frame of 15 Hz was
employed.

4. Summary & Conclusions

Transient - pulsed thermography has emerged in recent years as a means of
NDT & E technique. Its advantages are that it is a rapid large area non-contact
imaging technique that produces images of subsurface features (i.e. defects) that are
relatively straightforward to interpret. In a few words, the area to be inspected is
heated by high intensity optical lamps and an infrared camera monitors the
subsequent thermal transients across the area.

Trials of PT took place on different PCBs containing various defects. In some
instances, the technique provided prompt results. Nonetheless, in some instances
the problem of reflectivity within transient thermography investigation needs to be
considered. Furthermore, the different thermal properties of the material under
investigation (different behaviour between high thermal conductive materials such as
metals and lower thermal conductive materials such as composites), need to be
considered as far as the frame rate of image acquisition is to take place (i.e. in a fully
automated NDT & E investigation system). Nonetheless, the results of this work
indicate that PT can be used in the detection of defects (i.e. delaminations and/or
soldering defects) when investigating circuit boards.

An integrated flash heating system (like either of the two used in this work)
could be used for testing such circuit boards. For this reason, there is really no need
to make extra considerations concerning the orientation of thermal excitation
source(s) and the camera sensitivity issue. The methodology for selecting the
appropriate frame rate on an integrated thermographic system (i.e. pulsed – flash
thermographic equipment) it is entirely dependant on the experience and knowledge
of the thermography operator.

After subjecting a PCB to thermal stress, it would be possible to examine the
thermal profile and use that profile for comparing trends during the manufacturing
process. For example over time, a batch of components may have slightly increasing
differing functionality with respect to temperature, or a batch of multi-layer PCBs may
become delaminated due to an accumulative small change in the manufacturing
process. Using active thermography, these changes could be detected and used to
predict component/PCB failure.
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